Bsc. TEXTILES AND FASHION TECHNOLOGY
COURSE OUTCOMES
PROGRAMME

PROGRAMME
SPECIALIZATION

COURSES

B.SC

Textiles and
fashion
technology

HTF1B01 Historic
costumes

HTF2B02
Fashion marketing and
shop floor management

OUTCOME
Understand the history of origin
of clothing

Understand the material content of
various ages
Understand
the
basic
functions and uses of
clothing
Discuss the global perspective of
costumes and accessories
Identify the diversity of Indian
costumes
Recognize the importance of aesthetics
and principles of design in the seasonal
fashion
world
Evaluate the trends in the fashion
industry and their impact on overall
business operations and
strategy
Assess social, cultural and
economical factors and their impact
on the global consumer and
market place
Perceive the skill of inspirational and
innovative
techniques to implement in apparel
merchandise
Plan and budget sales for a seasonal
range
Determine a commercially appropriate
product
range for a retailer
Create a sales forecast for a retail store
Analyze the fashion industry’s
activities to
develop/implement a marketing

HTF3B03
Computer aided fashion
design

HTF4B04
Garment construction
and pattern making

HTF5B05
Garment costing

strategy
Illustrate accurate representations of
garment
specifications for communication
purposes
Develop skills to choose a variety of
design
software for visual communication of
designs
Design and produce innovative designs
using
CAD software
Determine suitable file formats for di
outputs
Develop skills to Construct digital
filesusing
appropriate processes and techniques
Make use of audio/visual aids to
popularize the
work done in designing
Construct innovative garment designs
Infer the advantages of 3D
techniques
in
designing and production processes
Interpret a design with practical
understanding of garment construction
Develop designs prior to
production of garments
Analyze the designs by draping
different fabrics to achieve the difficult
designs.
Identify the features of garment,
characteristic postures and harmony
between draped fabric and wearer.
Develop the appearance of
construction and neatness of
workmanship
Make use of basic pattern
adaptations to enable a design to fit
a person
Develops skills to create
patterns for garments
Develop the elements of basic cost
sheet of garment.
Discover the control of cost when

HTF5B06
Fashion presentation

HTF5B07
Traditional Indian
textiles and surface
ornamentation

HTF5B08
Concepts of fashion
design

decided to start a business.
Make a use of proper decision in the
production of garment
Organize a budget for an industry.
Explain the productivity of material
and labour in a garment industry.
Determine the budgeting principles
for the apparel industry
Construct the cost plus pricing method
Analyze the accounting for factory
overhead
Apply designing and illustrating using
various mediums
Distinguish the fashion accessory
designing
Build the theme based illustrations
Examine the basic aspects of fashion
show
Categorize the survey boards
Explain creating lines
Design a portfolio
Evaluate designing skills
Develop the different hand and
machine
embroidery stitches.
Develop creative designs in
embroidery and prepare garments by
using this
embroidery.
Identify the various color schemes and
their applications in surface
ornamentation.
Identifying new opportunities in craft,
art,
Fashion and markets.
Understand the richness of the Indian
embroidered textiles.
Create unique design using traditional
embroidery patterns and stitches.
Build operation of tools and
instruments.
Analyze basic elements of design.

Analyze the designing principles in a

HTF5D02
Interior Decoration
(OPEN COURSE)

garment.
Assess body figures and dress details
Categorize the use of elements and
principles of design in designing
garments
Analyze the wardrobe planning.
Explain fashion terms.
Examine the colour theory
Experiment with basic croqui for
female, male and child
Organize live model drawing
Apply the rendering techniques &
Construct the paintings using
different mediums
Understand the elements and
principles of design to create
harmonious and balanced
interior
Explain the properties of colour and its
effects on the intended style
Discover the effect of natural and
artificial
light on colour and surface texture
Discover the importance of ensuring
quality finishes on floor and walls to
create
professional and enduring interior
space
Create striking and functional backdrop
for
furnishings and window treatments
Apply knowledge of design elements
to the
reality of placing objects in perfect
manner
Create visual ideas about functional
aspects
of housing
Plan creative kitchen design by
adapting
principles
Summarise the elements of design in
floral
arrangement

